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THE USE OF PULSE CODING TO DISCRIVMATE

AGAINST CIJlR *

Roger Mtwrsse

ABSTRACT

This paper considers the use of pu.se coding (r pulse compreeslou) in

radar to obtain improvcd dete-oinn tairg.", in clutter. The e. tlvcL'ss

of this technique depends on the dIffering spatial characteristics of the

target and clutter in contrast with the usual YNI which depends on the

differing time-varying properties. With the assumptions of a simple

clutter model and an appropriately optimized receiver, and vith the aid of

known results in detectt .n theory, an expression is derived fur the single-

pulse detection capability of a radar operating in the presence of both

clutter and additive white receiver noise. From the expression It is seen

that detection perforance is simply related to the spectrum of the

transmitted ignar.l and, generally speaking, Improves as the bandwidth of

the transmitted signal is increased. Results for clutter noise only or

receiver noise only appear as special cases. The implications of these

results for pulse coding (or pulse compression) in radar are discussed.

The research in thin document was supported jointly by the Army, Navy,
and Air Force under contract with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Staff Member, Lincoln Iaboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.



T. Introduction

Before proceeding wltLh a theoictical discussion of the applicability

of pulse coding to obtaining improved radar detectica of targetu in

clutter, let us consider briefly "rhe nonrection bet.ween the terms "pulse

coding" and "pulse compr-.,sion."

For a radar receiver op.zrair5 in '.e prcsenc - ! dditive white

saassian noise, moderr stitti ia2 "*-_. ! -_ .neory indicates th.4t

optimum receiver performance cui be obtaincd with the aid of a linear

filter which is matched to the expected radar return, a filter which has

a unit impulse respo!2se which is simply a time inverted replica of the

expectcd radar retura. 1,2,3. The cignal s(t) and noise are fed into a

matched filter with umit impulse reeponse h(t) = s(T - t).

MATCHED FILTER

• 1(t) ,, ;(T - t) ,
s(t) + o.,ise , y(t)

H ). , ,, 2wifT yt

T is an arbitrary tlmoe delay factor fchosen so that h(t) satisfies the

realizability condition

hft) - 0 for t < 0

In the frequency do=iin the filter res pnse is given by the expression

shown in Fig. ., where H(f) and S(f) are the Fourier transforas of h(t)

and s(t), respectively. Then the ovtput of the matched. filter y(t) is

equal to the convolntion of .(t) with h(t) rlus a noise term.
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y(t) - r, s(z)h(t - :)dz + noise =Fs(z)s(T - t + z)dz + noise

a - (T - t) + nole

where o(.) is the autocorrelation function of s(t). Detection is

performed at approximately time t - T where the signs autocorrelatioz,

£:nction at the output of the 'Nit-̂  !.Lh e peak.

Under the assumption that the receiving filter always remains

matched to a delayed replica of the trans itted signal, the signal

pulse at the output of the matched filter will always be the auto-

correlation function of the Lrausmitted signal. If, for various reasons,

we desire to have (in some sense) an autocorrelation func'ion which is

short compared to the transmitted pulse length, it will be necessary to

code, i.e. amplitude and phase modul1ate, the transmitted pulse in order

to increase its bandwidth appreciably beyond that for the uncoded pulse.

Pulse compression, a term taken to refer to a process whereby a relatively

long low amplitude pulse is converted to a relatively short high amplitude

pulse, is brought about automatically by the matchedi filter when the

transmitted pulse has been coded. Thus, for our purposes, the terms

"pulse compression" and "pulse coding" are synonymous and the terms .An

be used Interchangeably.

*Recalling that the autocorrelation function is the Fourier transform of

of the signal energy spectrum, we see that the requirements on the shape

of the output pulse can be expressed in terms of requirements on the shape

-f the signal energy spectrum.



The possibility of improving a radar's ability to discriminate against

clutter through rhe use of pulse compression, which is the subject of this

paper, was suggestel to the author by Dr. Robert F. Nake of the M.I.T.

Lincoln Laboratory.

II. AnaLysis of the Problem

TP-t i2s nov consider a conventional pulsed radar in which the doppler

shift on a single radsr pulse is negligible: That is, the sign&? pulse

reflected from a point target is simply a delayed and attenuated version

of the transmitted pulse. On the sveep return from a single pulse, then,

we completely ignore the time-varying properties of both the target and

the czustir. Following the procedure used by George, the space surrounding

tc rser, appropriately weighted with the antenna beam pattern, may be
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considered as a linear filter whose transfer characteristic is characterized

Dy a wilL impulse response function which is denoted W(t).
RECEIVER

I NOISE

K KSPACE vtTRANSMITTE P, t _REEI VEp.

W(t) I

Figure 2

The Tranzmitter generates the transmitted pulse, denoted P(t), which is

then reflected from objects in the space surrounding the radar. This

process is equivalent to passing 1,(t) through the filter W(t) to produce

the reflected waveform v(t) which presents itself to th- reccver along

with receiver noise, where v(t) is given by

v(t) fp(z)W(t - z)dz

We can imagine, without loss of generality, that p(t) is generated in the

transmitter by sending a spike or 8-function into a filter with impulse

response v(t), and the above block diagram is equivalent to the following.
RECEIVER

NOISE

, - -. ¢

(Wt) V(E CEIVER

LI
igure3
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Because the frequency reoponse function of the first two filters taken

in serico is simply thp prr.duct of the f.Nequency response functions for

the seDarnt i, thcc t" ."u "- . . intcr±angcd without

affecting v(t). EIVER

REEIE._. {_ NOISE

--- -t w(t) . (Ai RECEIV "Z

Figure 4'

Tn order to proceea rurther we must aesume a model for the clutter

retv-un. We asse-e for the purpose of analysis that the clutter consists

of t. large randamly distributed ensemble of very small independent point

scatterers. That is,

W(t) A6(t - t) + E akb(t - tk)

4k

Signal Clutter noise
term term

The first term is the respons3 of the point target to a transmitted

8-function. The amplitude A is finite, corresponding to the fact that

the cross secti..: is finite, while the time delay ta measures the range

of the target. The second term represents the clutter response to a

5-function and is a sum of appropriately amplitude veighted and 4elayed

t-functions corresponJing to Lh puinL ucatterers of the clutter model.
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The n ' and t ' n fie takcn to be independent random variables. Consider
k

ct Interval of range, sufficiently small so that the iuves-e fnurth pnv-r

•f range and other geometrical factors can be ignored across the interval.

Then the t, 'a are uniformly distributed across the interval. Letting ou"

mcdel for clutter approach the !IT! In which the distribution of t k'

over the Interval is infinitely denc arA the ak's k. lTLfinitesimal, "-
ohtdn a process which is, wth -2'', .ly analogous to th shot_

effect. 5 Thus, the clutter noise at the input to the filter V(t) in

Fig. 4 is equivalent to white gauseian aiolse.

Then v(t), which is the outpt:, .)f the p(t) filter azid is the message

prepented tn the radar receiver, is given by

v(t) -Ap(t - t) + n (t)

Signal Clutter
noise

where n c(t) is the resmilt of passing white gaussian clutter noise through

the L(t) filter. Becaae the p(t) filter has a spectral transfer function

given by IU(f)12 , nc(t) is simply colored gaussian noise wi1th power

spectrum Ne(f) which is pruportiona +o thp Pnp-rov smpertrum of the

transmitted tignal. That is,

(e). -cIl(f)1 2

where c is a proportionality constant which depends on the intensity of

the clutter. Adding the colored noise frc the clutter to the additive

This fact has been noted by LAvbon and Uhlenbeck, reference 6.



'white gausti[ui rccciver noise with noise power per cycle N. 2, and noting

that th.- two noises are indcpc.ndent, the result is co±oV: i g3I'Le-S noise

,with powk4r spect .um N(f).

NON - + cIu(f)12N(f) -7

The problem presented to the receiver is that of detect.-ig the

returned radar ai n-l A(t - t) in the presence n-f colored gat.lNRIar noise.

Lork' a.i luter C,:orge have independently extended signal detectabilIty

theory to include the case of a known signal in colored gaussian voise.

If S(f) is the voltage spectrum of the ripal and N(f) is the power spectrum

of the noise, they have shovn that the transfer function of the optimum

filter is given by

NUt,

where T is a conveniently chosen time delay. Ntpf.l -t in the '.ite noise

case N(f) is a constant and the above expression becomes the transfer

function of the usual matched filter. The above filter is really the

generalation of the matched filter to the colored noise case. The peak

signaL-to-noise power ratio obtained with the above filter is given by

J.rIdf

For our problem

(C) ftct - t )e" at AU (f)e'S~f) a Ct -
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and

Is(f)l 2  ,A21u()1 2

+ cIU(f)12 and substituting . h bv

Also, recalli , that N(f) - in the above

expression, we have

(s/N) apt A2 p 1u()-df

ot 0 + Cl(f)i2

_= 2 o

The quantity (S/N)opt is a good messIre of the single pulse detection

capability which is available from the optimum receiver. Therefore, in

order to maximize the detection carability we must choose the parameters

of the radar systen to maximize (S/N)opt. The conptants A and c are

determined by the nature of the target, the clutter and the geometrical

parameters of the system. In this discussion we assume that these

parameters are not at our disDosal.

For an exactly known signal, PD (probability of detection) versus P

(probability of false alarm) curves given in reference 3 can be used

if one replaces 22/N° by (S/N)opt. n practice, the returned radar

signal is noL exactly known because of unknown parameters such as time
delay. For a given PD these unknavn parameters have the effect of

increan _g, the false ala-A rate by an amrAL:t vhich may depend on the
shape of transmitted signal waveform. However, for the level at which

most radars operate the increase in false alarm rate introduced by

these u'23cwn parameters does not seriously degrade the signal detectability.
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it is of er'eat interest to determine the dependence of (S/N)opt on

U(f), tnat is, the dependence of the signal dctecte.bility on the trans=itted

signial wavefom. There Are eeveral conclusions wt..ch are Imediately

apparent from the expresiion for (S/N)op t .

1. When no clutter is present, that is Aien c - 0, (S/N)opt

depends only ou the ratio .f the signal eneray to noise

power per cyle at the recIvA-. TV--fore we have the

wel-known result th*. the detccton capability depends

only on the energy of the trarnmitted pulne and not on

its shape.

2. In the limit where internal noise is negligible, that it

where N 0 0 (or where the clutter return overpowe.rs the
o

receiver noise), the integrand is a constant and (S/N)opt

dep ends only on the effective system bandwidth. This

fact has been pointed out by George and 
Urkovitz.4'8 .

In particular, the detectability does not depend on the

transmitted pulse energy.

If there are no restrictions on pulse energy and pulse banvidth,

it is also clear from the above expre3sion that (S/N)opt can be made as

large as we please by choosin IU(f) 2 to be sufficiently broad and flat

versus frequency. For the purpose of this analysis, however, the

This conclusion depends critically on the clutter model which has
been aBUmed. In a practical re~far 1ituaLlon the conclusion may not

hold beemuzc of the. dtr16ete or granular nature of the clutter.



requiremento on the s)e of the transmitted pul-e c.-- be derlvd by

maximizing (S/N)opt subject to the requirements that the pulse energy and

pulse bandwidth are fixed.. "hat is,

f (t)2 ,t Uf)12df = E (a finite constant)

u(f) - 0 unaess f l f S 2  or -f _ f:5 -f.

where af - f 2 - f is called the available system banderidth. The

maximization of (S/N)opt is a straightforward problem in the calculus of

variations which yields a very simple result. It says that the spectrum

of the transmitted pule should be flat over the available fr3quency

band. This result is independent of the constant c, and hence is

independent of what fraction of the noise is due to the receiver and

what fraction is due to the clutter. Thus, a transmitted pulse which

has a flat spectrum over the available system bandwidth is optimum under

the assumed restrictions both at short ranges where clutter noise tends

to predominate and at long ranges where thermal noise tends to predmnate.

Parenthetically it may be ranarked that the requirements which have been

derived on the spectrun of the transrmitted pulse arc identical to the

requirements which would be derived by minimizing fVt)2dt, the integral

of the squared autocorrelation function, subject to the same restrictions.
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The optimi. - O puJ:,e er'frr ip,,ctrum U(f) I 2 should thereforc satisfy

),E/2Af for fin if

0 otherwiseK /

Substituting this in the eprcssion for (siN) we cbtnin

/opt,opt - NO + cE/t-

The opt,opt denotes the fact that S/!N has been optimized both with respect

to the choice of receiving filter and shape of transmitted waveform. From

this expression the desirability of having large Af in order to minimize

the effect of" clutter noise and large E to minimize the effect of receiver

noise is evident. For a pulse radar which is peak power limited E will be

proportional to Lhe pulse length. These two requirements, large system

bandwidth and long pulse length. imply that. t.hp t-ran"-itted .,,.l- -h .

have large time-bandwidth product. In other words, the transmitted pulse

must be coded or phase modulate ] to produce a time-bandwidth product

substantially greater than unity. For the optimized pulse energy spectrum

the returned clutter noise Pectru, &!? well as receiver nuise will be flat

over the signal bandwidth and therefore the optimum receiver filter must

be the usu&l mat.(-hd filter which rcroults ffora Lhe assumption of white

gaussian background noise. One signal waveform which approximately

satisfies the optimum cond.ionn derived here is a ,ulse with rectangular

envelope and a carrier with linearly swept frequency, where the pulse

length and frequency sweep are such that the time-bandwidth product of the

pulse Is much l",rger than one,
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It Is of interest to ask what are some of the basic limitations on

the pulse coding or pulse compression technique as a means for obtaining

improved detecticn of targets in clutter. Aside from obvious practical

diffieulties associated with obtaining transmitting and receiving electronic

components to handle wider bandwidth signals, there are basic limitations

due to the detailed properties of clutter and. targets themselves. The

.rherent granularity of the clutter which oxur iunde does not take into

account w..l set an upper bound on the system bajnwidth Af which can be

utilized in the discrimination ag ainst clutter. For finely divided and

randomly distributed types of clutter such as .D -. pitation (and to some

eAteat 61.arf e the uberul i yt,,. bandwidth &: i probably quite large, but

for ground clutter, which is not so well behaved t-ecause of tne presence

of large pAnt scatterers (larE;e rocks, cliffs, buildings, watertowers,

etc.), the usEb1'l "f TnAy be much smaller. A second limitation on &f is

due to the fact that the target itself is not a point, but is actually a

distributed scatterer. Reasonable target dimensions suggest a useful

system bandwidth in the vicinity of 10 me.

What about the compatibility of pulse compression techniquLa with

pulie-to-pulse integraGtion techniques employing MTI? Provided that the

pulse coding does not change from one pulse to the next, pulse phase at

the output of the matched filter remains a well-defined quantity which

may be compared on a pulse-to-pulse basis. Thus, in principle, pulse

co-preinion -nd MTT are compatible. In pulsed doppler systems range

gating or smvpling follnwed by ftl.trt.Z c. b- em.loyed at the output of



the matched filter, but the number of range processing channels will have

to correspond approximately to the effective number of resolvable range

intervals. The greater the bandwidth of the transmitted pulses, the

greater must be the number of range processing channels. Thus, as a

practica. matter for this type of data processing, pulse compreasion vill

require Increased receiver complaxit.. TI mchemes e=cloying two-pulse

cr ccveral-pulse cancellation antn r'_+:n -%:, uld not have to be

significantly modified if the delay lines and associated electronic

components in the data processing have sufficient bandwidth to ariccmodate

the coded pulses.

The c -ic.M andpulc cs-prcasaion iit,-.=usousiy to discriminate

against clutter appears to present a fortuitous combination. For generally

a type of clutter which responds poorly to one technique should respond

well to the other. For example, prccipitation or chaff which sometimes

responds poorly to MTI because of its non-zero velocity should respond

well to the pulse coding, while ground cll.tter which, because of its

spatial properties, may respond poorly to pulse coding z'ill respond v-x"

well to MI.

III. Summuary

The type of clutter discrimination which we havA dise-risse here Is

obtained by virtue of the spatial properties of the clutter rather than

its time-vaiing propcrties, as with MTI. Jb!rn a convenient model

applicable to finely distributed clutter and proceeding from available

results on the detection of a known mignal in colored gaussiar, noise, v-

have set up an expression for the single pulse detection capability for a
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radar opcrating In the presercc of both receiver noise and clutter noise.

Reulta for detection capability in the presence of predomiinantly clutter

or predominantly receiver noise appear a special cases of this expression.

From the expression we have seen that detection performance is simply

related to the spectrum of the transmitted signal. Subject to the

requircmcnt or7 fixed transmitited z.gnal encrgy and £i system bandvid'i

we have seen that the optim' .z tr;' tor *., transmitted pulse ie one

which is flat over the available system bandwidth and that this optimum is

indepcndent of the relative strength of receiver and clutter noise. For

a radar whose transmitter is ?cak power limited, the logical result of

these considerations is a puise with large time-bandwidth product, in

other words a coded pulse. We have mentioned that one method of

approximat ;ly realizing the optimum pulsc spectrum is a linearly swept

FM pulse with rectangular envelope and large time-bandvidth product.

Lastly, it has been poin-;ed out that Dulse coding and MTT r,T ncit n.m-ly

exclusive radar techniques. In fact, when used together they should form

a powerful combinatiun for the purpose of obtaining improved detection of

targets in clutter.
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